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ASYMPTOTICS FOR FIRST-PASSAGE TIMES ON
DELAUNAY TRIANGULATIONS
LEANDRO P. R. PIMENTEL
Abstract. In this paper we study planar first-passage percolation (FPP) models on
random Delaunay triangulations. In [14], Vahidi-Asl and Wierman showed, using subad-
ditivity theory, that the rescaled first-passage time converges to a finite and non negative
constant µ. We show a sufficient condition to ensure that µ > 0 and derive some upper
bounds for fluctuations. Our proofs are based on percolation ideas and on the method of
martingales with bounded increments.
1. Introduction
1.1. Brief historical introduction. The classical planar first-passage percolation (FPP)
model [4] is constructed on the Z2 nearest neighbor graph (or lattice) by attaching i.i.d non-
negative random variables τe, with common distribution F, to edges e on the underlying
graph. The passage time along a lattice path γ is defined by
t(γ) :=
∑
e∈γ
τe , (1.1)
while the first passage time between two vertices u and v is defined by
T (u,v) := inf{t(γ) : γ ∈ Γ(u,v)} , (1.2)
where Γ(u,v) denotes the set of all lattice paths connecting u to v.
In [4], Hammersley and Welsh investigate the asymptotic behavior, as n → ∞, of the
first-passage time from (0, 0) to (n, 0), here denoted by Tn. They notice that the sequence
(ETn)n≥1 is subadditive, and hence, ETn/n converges to some µ = µ(F) ∈ [0,∞] (it can
be 0 or ∞). They formulate the fundamental question as follows: Under what condition
on F does n−1Tn converge to µ? It turns out that this question was the motivation for a
crucial advance in the theory of subadditive processes that came in 1968 with Kingman’s
subadditive ergodic theorem [8]. This theorem allows one to get the almost-sure (and in
L1) convergence of n−1Tn to µ provided ET1 < ∞, which turns out to be equivalent to
µ(F) <∞.
With the law of large numbers for Tn in hands, the subsequent task is to determine
what is the right order of Tn − ETn: Does the variance of Tn behave like n2χ for some
χ ∈ (0, 1)? Heuristics arguments [9] indicate that χ = 1/3 for any well behaved passage
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time distribution F. However, the only models for which this has been proved are cer-
tain last-passage percolation models related to random permutations [1, 6]. In the lattice
first-passage percolation set-up with general i.i.d. passage times, Kesten [7] developed a
remarkable martingale technique which gave the non trivial bound χ ≤ 1/2. Here we are
mostly concerned with the application of this technique to a random graph version of the
FPP model introduced by Vahidi-Asl and Wierman [14] 1. In our set up, the underlying
graph will be random (a Poisson based Delaunay triangulation) and, for each realization
of the random graph, the construction of the FPP model will parallel the classical one.
1.2. The Delaunay FPP model. Let P ⊆ R2 denote the set of points realized in a two-
dimensional homogeneous Poisson point process of intensity 1. To each v ∈ P corresponds
a polygonal region Cv, named the Voronoi tile at v, consisting of points x ∈ R2 such that
|x− v| < |x− v¯| for all v¯ ∈ P, v¯ 6= v. We also denote by C¯v = Cv ∪ ∂Cv the closure of
the tile Cv. The family composed by Voronoi tiles is called the Voronoi tiling of the plane
based on P. The Delaunay triangulation D is the graph where the vertex set is P and the
edge set consists of non-oriented pairs (v, v¯) such that Cv and Cv¯ share a one-dimensional
boundary (Figure 1). One can see that a.s. each Voronoi tile is a convex and bounded
polygon, and the graph D is a triangulation of the plane. The Voronoi tessellation V is
the graph where the vertex set consists of vertices of the Voronoi tiles and the edge set is
the set of edges of the Voronoi tiles. The edges e∗ of V are segments of the perpendicular
bisectors of the edges e of D. This establishes duality of D and V as planar graphs.
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Figure 1. The Voronoi Tiling V (dotted lines) and the Delaunay Triangu-
lation D (solid lines). Most of the work will be on D.
1Howard and Newman [5] also applied this martingale technique in what they called a euclidean first-
passage percolation model.
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Each edge e ∈ D is independently assigned a nonnegative random variable τe from
a common distribution F, which is also independent of the Poisson point process that
generates P. We assume that both P and τ := {τe : e ∈ D} are functions of a configuration
ω ∈ Ω and denote by P its joint law. The expectation and the variance are denoted by E
and by V, respectively. The passage time along a path γ on D is defined in the same way
as in (1.1), while the first-passage time between two vertexes v and v′ is defined by (1.2)
where, now, Γ(v,v′) denotes the set of all Delaunay paths connecting v to v′. A geodesic
connecting v to v′ is a path which attains the minimum in (1.2):
ρ(v,v′) := argmin{t(γ) : γ ∈ Γ(v,v′)} . (1.3)
It is known that if F(0) is not too close to 1 then a.s. geodesics do exist for all v and
v′ [12]. They may not be unique but all of them stay inside an euclidean ball of radius
r = O(|v−v′|). In particular, we almost surely have a finite number of geodesics connecting
v to v′. From now on, ρ will be one of the geodesics that is chosen in some arbitrary way.
For each x ∈ R2 we denote v(x) the almost-surely unique point v ∈ P such that x ∈ Cv.
For x,y ∈ R2 let
T (x,y) := T (v(x),v(y))
and
ρ(x,y) := ρ(v(x),v(y)) .
We recall a fundamental result in the subject, proved by Vahidi-Asl and Wierman [14].
As before, for each integer n ≥ 1, let Tn := T (0,n), where 0 := (0, 0) and n := (n, 0), and
µ(F) := inf
n≥1
ETn
n
∈ [0,∞] . (1.4)
(Notice that µ ≤ ET1.) Assume that τ1, τ2, τ3 are independent random variables with
common distribution F: if
E( min
j=1,2,3
{τj}) <∞ (1.5)
then µ(F) <∞ and, for all unit vectors ~x ∈ R2 (|~x| = 1),
lim
n→∞
T (0, n~x)
n
a.s.
= lim
n→∞
ETn
n
= µ(F) . (1.6)
The main advantage of Poisson-based FPP models is that it provides invariance with
respect to all rigid motions, and this implies that the limit (1.6) does not depend on the
particular direction ~x. We note that, under condition (1.5), Vahidi-Asl and Wierman
[14] proved that ET1 < ∞, which allows them to use the Kingman’s subadditive ergodic
theorem.
1.3. A percolation threshold and the main result. If F(0) is too close to one then
there will be, with positive probability, an infinite connected set (or cluster) that contains
the origin and is composed by edges with zero passage times (percolation of zero passage
times occurs). In this situation, it is easy to guess that µ(F) = 0. As we mentioned in the
introduction, in this paper we are mostly concerned with Kesten’s martingale technique
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applied to the our random graph FPP model. In order to apply this technique we shall
avoid the situation described below.
The bond percolation model on the Voronoi Tessellation V, with parameter p and prob-
ability law denoted by P∗p, is constructed by choosing each edge e
∗ in V to be open inde-
pendently with probability p. An open path is a path composed by open edges. Let AL
be the event that there exists an open path that crosses the rectangle [0, 3L] × [0, L] in
the horizontal direction, i.e.: there exists an open self-avoiding path (no edges intersect)
γ∗ = (v∗j )1≤j≤k on V such that v∗j ∈ [0, 3L]× [0, L] for all j = 2, . . . , k− 1, the line segment
connecting v∗1 to v
∗
2 intersects {0} × [0, L] and the line segment connecting v∗k−1 to v∗k
intersects {3L} × [0, L]. Consider the threshold,
p∗c := inf
{
p > 0 : lim inf
L→∞
P
∗
p(AL) = 1
}
. (1.7)
This threshold should be the same threshold as for bond percolation (existence of an infinite
open cluster) in the Voronoi tessellation. It should also be equal to 1− pc, where pc is the
threshold for bond percolation in the Delaunay triangulation (duality for planar graphs).
However, we will not prove these claims in this paper. For a detailed introduction to
percolation models we refer to [2, 3].
Theorem 1. If F(0) < 1− p∗c and (1.5) holds then
0 < µ(F) <∞ . (1.8)
If (1.5) is strengthened to
E(eaτ ) =
∫
eatdF(t) <∞ for some a > 0 (1.9)
then:
• Given ǫ > 0, for all sufficiently large n,
V(Tn) ≤ n1+ǫ ; (1.10)
• Given κ ∈ (1/2, 1) let ν(κ) = 4κ−2
5κ
. There exist constants a0, a1 > 0 such that for
all sufficiently large n and x ∈ [1, nκ]
P(|Tn − ETn| ≥ xnκ) ≤ a1e−a0xν . (1.11)
1.4. Consequences of Theorem 1. Next we state two corollaries of Theorem 1. For
the sake of convenience (and space) we only give a sketch of the proofs and leave further
details to the reader. The first step is to extend (1.11) to Tn − µn.
Corollary 2. If F(0) < 1− p∗c and (1.9) holds, then for all κ ∈ (1/2, 1) there exists a2 > 0
such that for all sufficiently large n and for all x ∈ [a2(log n)1/ν , nκ] (a0, a1, ν are as in
Theorem 1)
P(|Tn − µn| ≥ xnκ) ≤ a1e−a0(x2 )
ν
. (1.12)
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Sketch of the proof of Corollary 2. It is clear that Corollary 2 holds as soon as one proves
that, for some constant a2 > 0,
µn ≤ ETn ≤ µn+ a2
2
nκ(log n)1/ν , (1.13)
for all sufficiently large n. Following [5], the idea to prove (1.13) is to show that Tn exhibits
a weak supper-additivity property:
ET2n ≥ 2ETn − 2cnκ(log n)1/ν , (1.14)
where c > 0 does not depend on n. By Lemma 4.2 in [5], (1.14) implies (1.13) . The idea
behind the proof of (1.14) is as follows. Let ∂D(n) be the boundary of the ball centered
at 0 and of radius n. By translation invariance,
ET2n ≥ 2E min
x∈∂D(n)
T (0,x) .
On the other hand,
E min
x∈∂D(n)
T (0,x) ≥ ETn − E max
x∈∂D(n)
{ET (0,x)− T (0,x)} .
The tail bound (1.11) is strong enough to have that, for all sufficiently large n,
E| max
x∈∂D(n)
{ET (0,x)− T (0,x)}| ≤ cnκ(log n)1/ν ,
(Lemma 4.3 in [5]), which yields (1.14).

Corollary 3. Let
B0(t) := {x ∈ R2 : x ∈ C¯v where v ∈ P and T (0,v) ≤ t}
(recall that C¯v includes the boundary of the tile Cv). Assume that F(0) < 1− p∗c and that
(1.9) holds. Then for all κ ∈ (1/2, 1), a.s. there exists t0 > 0 such that for all t > t0
(t− tκ)D0(1/µ) ⊆ B0(t) ⊆ (t+ tκ)D0(1/µ)
where Dz(r) := {x ∈ R2 : |x− z| ≤ r}.
Sketch of the proof of Corollary 3. First we claim, without proof, that Corollary 3 holds
as soon as we can prove that, a.s., there exists M > 0 such that
|T (0,x)− µ|x|| ≤ |x|κ , for all |x| ≥ M . (1.15)
We sketch the proof of (1.15) as follows. For each x ∈ R2 let zx ∈ Z2 be the nearest lattice
point to x (|x− zx| ≤ 1). If |T (0,x)− µ|x|| > |x|κ then
|T (0, zx)− µ|zx|| > |zx|κ/3 or Tzx > |zx|κ/3 , (1.16)
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where Tz := maxy∈Dz(1) T (z,y) (sum and subtract T (0, zx) − µ|zx| inside the norm of
T (0,x) − µ|x|, and then use sub-additivity). Fix κ′ ∈ (1/2, κ). By Corollary 2, the
probability that
|T (0, z)− µ|z|| > |z|
κ
3
= x|z|κ′, where x = |z|
κ−κ′
3
,
is summable over z ∈ Z2. On the other hand, the distribution of the random variable Tz
does not depend on z and it has finite moments of all orders2. Hence, the probability that
Tz ≥ |z|κ/3 is also summable over z ∈ Z2. By Borel Cantelli’s lemma, we then have that
(1.16) can only happen a.s. for finitely many z’s in Z2, which shows (1.15).

2. Applying the method of bounded differences via full boxes
Kesten’s idea to control the fluctuations of the first-passage time about its expected value
was to represent Tn − ETn as a sum of martingales increments and, after estimating these
increments, to apply standard bounds for martingales with bounded increments. First we
formulate the abstract set up, following Lemma 5.6 in [5], and then we explain how to use
it in our context.
Lemma 4. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space and let {Fk}k≥0 be an increasing family
of σ-algebras of measurable sets. Let {Mk}k≥0, M0 = 0, be a martingale with respect to
the filtration {Fk}k≥0 and let {Uk}k≥0 be a collection of positive random variables that are
F-measurable. Assume that the increments ∆k = Mk −Mk−1 satisfy
|∆k| ≤ z, for some constant z ≥ 0, (2.17)
and
E(∆2k | Fk−1) ≤ E(Uk | Fk−1). (2.18)
Assume further that for some finite and positive constants c′1, υ, x0 with x0 ≥ z2, we have
that for all x ≥ x0,
P(
∑
k≥1
Uk > x) ≤ c′1e−x
υ
. (2.19)
Then, almost surely, M = limk→∞Mk exists. Moreover, there exist positive and finite
constants c2, c3, whose value does not depend on z and x0, such that for all x ≤ xυ0 ,
P(|M | > x√x0) ≤ c2e−c3x. (2.20)
Proof of Lemma 4. See the proof of Lemma 5.6 in [5].

2By Lemma 13, for each y with |y| ≤ 1, one can always find a path γy connecting 0 to a point y with a
“small” number of steps. Together with (1.9), this yields exponential tail bounds for the random variable
maxy∈D0(1)
∑
e∈γy
τe, that is clearly greater than T0.
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In our set up (Ω,F ,P) will be the product space over k ≥ 1 of some probability spaces
(Ωk,Ak,Pk). Thus, any element of Ω can be written as ω = (ωk)k≥1. To any integrable
random variable X one can associate the martingale (Doob martingale)
Mk := E(X | ω1, . . . , ωk)− EX
with respect to the filtration Fk :=
∏
1≤j≤kAj (we set F0 = {∅,Ω} and M0 = 0). To
perform some calculations, let us introduce the following notation: if ω = (ωk)k≥1 and
σ = (σk)k≥1 ∈ Ω then we denote
[ω, σ]k := (ω1, . . . , ωk, σk+1, σk+2, . . . ) . (2.21)
Hence,
Mk := E(X | ω1, . . . , ωk)− EX =
∫
X [ω, σ]k
∞∏
j=k+1
dPj(σj)−
∫
X(σ)dP(σ) .
Since ∫
X [ω, σ]k
∞∏
j=k+1
dPj(σj) =
∫
X [ω, σ]k
∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj) ,
we have
∆k =
∫ {
X [ω, σ]k −X [ω, σ]k−1
} ∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj) .
The simple calculation above shows that, in order to use Lemma 4 for the Doob martingale,
we should control X [ω, σ]k −X [ω, σ]k−1. This difference is the increment we get when we
only change the kth coordinate of [ω, σ]k−1 from σk to ωk.
Kesten’s main point to bound the increment of X = Tn was as follows. For clearness
sake, let us assume that our underlying graph is fixed and that each ωk represents the
passage time attached to an edge ek. Thus, Tn[ω, σ]k−Tn[ω, σ]k−1 is exactly the increment
we get when we change the passage time from σk to ωk. If the edge ek neither belongs to
ρn[ω, σ]k nor to ρn[ω, σ]k−1 (recall the definition (1.3) of the geodesic ρn = ρ(0,n)), then
Tn[ω, σ]k = Tn[ω, σ]k−1. Therefore, the edges that have an influence on Tn−ETn =
∑
k≥1∆k
are those caught by ρn. Furthermore, the martingales increments ∆k are uncorrelated and
we should expect that the increment by changing the value from σk to ωk is bounded by
a function of the pair (ωk, σk). This indicates that the variance of Tn is bounded by a
constant times the length of a time minimizing path, which should grow at most linearly
in n.
The first problem that appears when applying this method to FPP models is assumption
(2.17), since by bounding the increment we get a random variable (depending on (ωj, σj))
that could attain arbitrarily large values with positive (but small) probability. In the
Z
2 context, this problem was managed by Kesten [7] by changing the passage times τe
to τe(n) = min{τe, b logn}, for a suitable constant b > 0. This truncation allow him to
get assumption (2.17) with z ∼ logn. Then he showed that, to get the concentration
inequalities for the original model, it suffices to get the same result for the truncated
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version. In our context we shall deal not only with the random passages times but also
with the random graph. This brings new difficulties since a local modification of the point
process inside a box B ⊆ R2 can affect the geometry of Voronoi tiles arbitrarily far away
from B. To solve this problem, we introduce a modified version of the point process as
well as truncated passage times.
2.1. Full boxes and the modified model. For each z ∈ Z2, r > 0 and s ∈ {j/2 : j ∈ N}
let
Bs,rz := rz+ [−sr, sr]2 . (2.22)
The random geometry of the Delaunay Triangulation is controlled through the notion of
full boxes. Precisely, divide a box B into thirty-six sub boxes of the same length, say
B1, . . . ,B36. Let P be a locally finite subset of the plane. We say that B is a full box with
respect to P if all these thirty-six sub boxes have at least one point belonging to P . We
say that Λ := (B
1/2,r
z1 , . . . ,B
1/2,r
zk ) is a circuit of boxes if (z1, . . . , zk) is a circuit in Z
2. Let
Λout denote the (topological) interior of the unbounded component of R2\ ∪kj=1 B1/2,rzj and
Λin denote the union of the interior of the bounded components of R2\ ∪kj=1 B1/2,rzj .
Lemma 5. Assume that Λ := (B
1/2,r
z1 , . . . ,B
1/2,r
zk ) is a circuit of full boxes with respect to
P. Assume further that P ′ only differs from P in Λin. Then the Voronoi Tilings V(P)
and V(P ′) are the same when restrict to tiles that intersect Λout.
Proof of Lemma 5. This follows from Lemma 2 of [12]. The geometrical idea behind it is
that the existence of a large Voronoi tile implies the existence of a large empty region, and
hence, a Voronoi tile can not cross a region with too many points close by.

Now we modify the the Poisson point process such that full boxes occur in an appropriate
scale nδ, for a small δ > 0. To be precise, order the points of Z2 in some arbitrary fashion,
say Z2 := {u1,u2, . . . }. Let δ > 0 be a fixed parameter whose value will depend on ǫ > 0
and κ > 1/2 given in Theorem 1 . Fix n ≥ 1 and for each k ≥ 1 let
Bnk := B
1/2,nδ
uk
.
Divide Bnk into 36 sub-boxes (as before) of the same length n
δ/6, say Bnk,1 . . .B
n
k,36. Now we
construct the modified point process P(n) := P(n,P) (whose distribution will also depend
on δ) by changing the original Poisson point process P inside each Bnk,j (recall that n is
fixed), as follows. Let |A| denote the number of elements belonging to the set A.
(1) If 1 ≤ |Bnk,j ∩ P| ≤ n2δ then set Bnk,j ∩ P(n) := Bnk,j ∩ P;
(2) If |Bnk,j ∩ P| > n2δ then set Bnk,j ∩ P(n) by uniformly selecting n2δ points from
Bnk,j ∩ P.
(3) If |Bnk,j∩P| = 0 then set Bnk,j∩P(n) by adding an extra point uniformly distributed
on Bnk,j.
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In a few words, we tile the plane into boxes Bnk of size n
δ and we insist that each tile is a full
box, and that no tile contains more than 36n2δ Poisson points. We make the convention
P(∞) = P and denote by D(n) the Delaunay Triangulation based on P(n).
To attach passage times to edges we proceed as follows. Consider a collection τ = {τ l,mk,j :
(k, j, l,m) ∈ N4} of i.i.d. random variables. The truncated passage times are given by
τ l,mk,j (n) := min{τ l,mk,j , b log n} , (2.23)
where b > 0 is a constant whose value will depend on a > 0 given by (1.9), and we denote
τ(n) = {τ l,mk,j (n) : (k, j, l,m) ∈ N4} (with the convention τ = τ(∞)). We are going to
denote by vk,j the j’th vertex in P(n) ∩ Bnk . For each edge e ∈ D(n) we must have that
e = (vk,j,vl,m) with either l > k and j,m ≥ 1, or l = k and m > j. (It is just saying
either the second end is in a later box, or it is a later point in the same box.) Thus, we set
τe(n) = τ
l,m
k,j (n). We would like to stress that the modified model is constructed as function
of the original one so that they are naturally coupled.
From now on, we will work on the product probability space (Ω,A,P) induced by the
sequence of independent random elements ωk(n) =
(
Bnk ∩ P(n), τk(n)
)
, for k ≥ 1, where
τk(n) := {τ l,mk,j (n) : l ≥ k, j,m ≥ 1} are the passage times for edges pointing to later
points or later boxes. We also use the notation ω(n) =
(
ωk(n)
)
k≥1
(with ω(∞) = ω). The
next step is to use Lemma 5 to get an upper bound for the martingale increments in this
modified model (recall notation (2.21)).
Lemma 6. Let Ik be the indicator function of the event that there exists v ∈ ρn = ρ(0,n)
(recall (1.3)) such that Cv ∩B3/2,n
δ
uk 6= ∅. Then
|Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k − Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1| ≤
900 b n2δ logn × max{Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k, Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1} .
Proof of Lemma 6. By the construction of the modified point process, for each k ≥ 1,
Λk := (B
n
j : |uj − uk|∞ = 1) is a circuit of full boxes surrounding Bnk . By Lemma 5, this
prevents any change in Λink = B
n
k affecting the Delaunay Triangulation D(n) in the outside
region Λoutk = (B
3/2,nδ
uk )
c. In particular, if Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k = 0 then ρn[ω(n), σ(n)]k is also a
path in D[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 (since [ω(n), σ(n)]k and [ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 only differ inside Bnk) and
thus
Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 ≤ t(ρn[ω(n), σ(n)]k) = Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k .
Analogously, if Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 = 0 then
Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k ≤ t(ρn[ω(n), σ]k−1) = Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 .
Consequently, if
max{Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k, Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1} = 0
then
|Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k − Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1| = 0 .
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Now assume Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k = 1. Let Gk be the subgraph of D(n) induced by vertices
v such that Cv ∩ B3/2,n
δ
uk 6= ∅. Then Gk is a connected graph. Order the vertices in
ρn[ω(n), σ(n)]k = (vj)j=1,...,m, assume that v1 and vm are not in Gk, and let vjf (resp. vjl)
be the first (resp. the last) vertex of ρn[ω(n), σ(n)]k in Gk[ω(n), σ(n)]k. We will bound
the increment only in this case. The proof in the other cases follows the same argument
with some minors changes. By Lemma 5, ρ(0,vf )[ω(n), σ(n)]k and ρ(vl,n)[ω(n), σ(n)]k are
paths in D[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1. Since Gk[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 is connected, one can always connect
vf to vl by a path γ(vf ,vl) with no repeated vertices. Let
ψn := ρ(0,vf )γ(vf ,vl)ρ(vl,n)
be the concatenation of these three paths. Then, ψn is a path in D[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 and
(recall (1.1))
t(ψn)[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 = T (0,vf)[ω(n), σ(n)]k
+ t(γ(vf ,vl))[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 + T (vl,n)[ω(n), σ(n)]k ,
which shows that
Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 ≤ t(ψn)[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1
≤ Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k + t(γ(vf ,vl))[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 .
Analogously, if Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 = 1, then
Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k ≤ t(ψn)[ω(n), σ(n)]k
≤ Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 + t(γ(vf ,vl))[ω(n), σ(n)]k .
Therefore, Lemma 6 holds as soon as we can show that
max
{
t(γ(vf ,vl))[ω(n), σ(n)]k , t(γ(vf ,vl))[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1
} ≤ 900 b n2δ log n . (2.24)
By the construction of the modified model, each passage time picked up by γ(vf ,vl) is
bounded by b log n. To bound the size of γ(vf ,vl) notice that the graph Gk stays within
B
5/2,nδ
uk (Lemma 5). In particular, the number of vertices in Gk is bounded by the number
of points in P(n) ∩B5/2,nδuk , which is at most 25× 36n2δ = 900n2δ. Since γ(vf ,vl) has no
repeated vertices, its size can not exceed the number of vertices in Gk, which shows (2.24).

3. Tail bounds for first-passage times and the proof of the main result
The following propositions control the tail probabilities for first-passage times and time
minimizing paths. We would like to stress that they provide upper bounds that hold for
all modified models simultaneously. The proof of these propositions is an independent part
of the paper and, for clearness sake, they are performed in Section 4.
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Proposition 7. If F(0) < 1−p∗c then there exist finite and positive constants c4, c5, c6 such
that for all sufficiently large n (including n =∞) and for all r ≥ 1,
P
(
Tr
(
ω(n)
) ≤ c4r) ≤ c5e−c6r . (3.25)
If (1.9) holds, then there exists finite and positive constants y1, c7, c8 such that for all
sufficiently large n (including n =∞) and for all r ≥ 1 and y ≥ y1
P
(
Tr
(
ω(n)
) ≥ yr) ≤ c7e−c8yr . (3.26)
Let |S| denote denote the usual cardinality of a set S. For a path γ in the Delaunay
triangulation we also denote the number of edges by |γ|.
Proposition 8. If F(0) < 1−p∗c and (1.9) holds then there exist finite and positive constants
y2, c9, c10, c11, c12, c13 such that for all sufficiently large n (including n = ∞), for all r ≥ 1
and for all y ≥ y2,
P
(|ρr(ω(n))| > yr) ≤ c9e−c10yr , (3.27)
and
P
(
ρr
(
ω(n)
) 6⊆ [−c11r, c11r]2) ≤ c12e−c13r . (3.28)
Now we show that the modified model is a good approximation of the original model.
For better notation we set
T¯n := Tn
(
ω(n)
)
and ρ¯n := ρn
(
ω(n)
)
. (3.29)
We note that the modified model is constructed as a function of the original one, so they
are naturally coupled. We also recall that the definition (2.23) of the truncated passage
times depends on a positive constant b > 0. This will allow us to prove the following
lemma:
Lemma 9. If F(0) < 1 − p∗c and (1.9) holds then one can choose b > 0 such that there
exist finite constants b0, b1, b2 > 0 such that for all sufficiently large n
P
(|Tn − T¯n| > x) ≤ b0e−b1n2δ + 2e− a2x (3.30)
and
E
({Tn − T¯n}2) ≤ b2 . (3.31)
Proof of Lemma 9. Assume that: (i) P ∩ [−2c11n, 2c11n]2 = P(n)∩ [−2c11n, 2c11n]2 so that
the respective Delaunay triangulation match inside [−c11n, c11n]2 (we are using Lemma 5).
Assume further that: (ii) ρn, ρ¯n ⊆ [−c11n, c11n]2. Under (i) and (ii), ρn is also a possible
path for T¯n and, since the truncated passage times are smaller than the original ones (2.23),
we must have that T¯n ≤ Tn. On the other hand, ρ¯n is also a possible path for Tn, so the
sum of the original passage times along this path is at least Tn. Hence,
0 ≤ Tn − T¯n ≤
∑
e∈ρ¯n
τeI{τe > b log n} ≤
∑
e∈D(n)∩[−c11n,c11n]2
τeI{τe > b log n} .
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Therefore,
P(|T¯n − Tn| > x) ≤ P
(P ∩ [−2c11n, 2c11n]2 6= P(n) ∩ [−2c11n, 2c11n]2) (3.32)
+ P
(
ρn 6⊆ [−c11n, c11n]2
)
+ P
(
ρ¯n 6⊆ [−c11n, c11n]2
)
(3.33)
+ P

 ∑
e∈D(n)∩[−c11n,c11n]2
τeI{τe > b log n} > x

 . (3.34)
From standard large deviations results for the Poisson point process, one can see that there
exists finite and positive constants c, c′ such that right hand side of (3.32) is bounded by
ce−c
′n2δ . By Proposition 8, both probabilities in (3.33) are bounded by c12e
−c13n, for all
sufficiently large n.
To deal with (3.34), we first note that the number of edges in D(n) ∩ [−c11n, c11n]2
is comparable with the number of points in P(n) ∩ [−2c11n, 2c11n]2 (by Euler’s relation
for planar graphs). By the construction of the modified model, this number is of order
n2 (recall that no tile Bnk contains more than 36n
2δ Poissonian points). Thus, |D(n) ∩
[−c11n, c11n]2| ≤ c′′n2 for a positive constant c′′. Now, fix k ∈ [1, c′′n2] and let τ1, . . . , τk be
i.i.d. random variables with E(eaτ1) <∞ (recall (1.9)). By Markov’s inequality,
P
(
k∑
i=1
τiI{τi > b log n} > x
)
≤ e− a2x
[
E
(
e
a
2
τ1I{
a
2
τ1>
ab
2
logn}
) ]k
= e−
a
2
x
[
E
(
e
a
2
τ1I{eaτ1>n
ab
2 e
aτ1
2 }
)]k
.
Since
e
a
2
τ1I{eaτ1>n
ab
2 e
aτ1
2 } ≤ 1 + ea2 τ1I{eaτ1 > nab2 eaτ12 } ≤ 1 + e
aτ1
n
ab
2
we get that
P
(
k∑
i=1
τiI{τi > b log n} > x
)
≤ e− a2x
[
1 +
Eeaτ1
n
ab
2
]k
≤ e− a2x
[
1 +
Eeaτ1
n
ab
2
]c′′n2
≤ 2e− a2x ,
for a sufficiently large b > 0. Together with the previous bounds, this yields that
P(|T¯n − Tn| > x) ≤ ce−c′n2δ + 2c12e−c13n + 2e− a2x ,
which shows (3.30) (by choosing suitable b0 and b1).
By Proposition 7, we also have that
P(|T¯n − Tn| > ny) ≤ P(T¯n > ny/2) + P(Tn > ny/2) ≤ 2c7e−
c8
2
yn , (3.35)
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if y > 2y1. Together with (3.30), this implies that
E
({T¯n − Tn}2) = 2
∫ ∞
0
P(|T¯n − Tn| > z)zdz
= 2n2
∫ ∞
0
P(|T¯n − Tn| > ny)ydy
= 2n2
[∫ 2y1
0
P(|T¯n − Tn| > ny)ydy +
∫ ∞
2y1
P(|T¯n − Tn| > ny)ydy
]
≤ 2n2
[∫ 2y1
0
(b0e
−b1n2δ + 2e−
a
2
yn)ydy +
∫ ∞
2y1
2c7e
−
c8
2
ynydy
]
,
which shows (3.31)

3.1. Applying Lemma 4 in the modified model context. The next step is to apply
Lemma 4 in the modified model context. We consider the martingale
Mk := E
(
T¯n | Fk
)− ET¯n ,
where the σ-algebra Fk is generated by the random elements ω1(n), . . . , ωk(n) constructed
in Section 2.1. Recall that, in the product space, the increments of this martingale are
given by
∆k := Mk −Mk−1 =
∫ {
Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k − Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1
} ∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj) . (3.36)
By using Lemma 6, we will bound this increment with the following variable. Recall the
definition of the indicator function Ik (Lemma 6) and set C = (900 b)
2.
Lemma 10. Let
z =
√
Cn2δ log n and Uk := 2Cn
4δ(log n)2Ik
(
ω(n)
)
. (3.37)
Then
|∆k| ≤ z and E
(
∆2k | Fk−1
) ≤ E (Uk | Fk−1) .
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Proof of Lemma 10. The first inequality follows from Lemma 6. By using Lemma 6 again,
and Schwarz’ inequality, one has that
E(∆2k | Fk−1) =
∫ {∫
{Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k − Tn[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1}
∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj)
}2
dPk(ωk)
≤ Cn4δ(log n)2
∫ {∫
max{Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k, Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1}
∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj)
}2
dPk(ωk)
≤ Cn4δ(log n)2
∫ ∫
max{Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k, Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1}
∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj)dPk(ωk) (3.38)
where in the last step we also used that the square of the max of indicator functions is just
the max of indicator functions. Notice also that
max{Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k, Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1} ≤ Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k + Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1 , (3.39)
and that
E (Ik(ω(n)) | Fk−1) =
∫ ∫
Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k−1
∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj)Pk(ωk)
=
∫ ∫
Ik[ω(n), σ(n)]k
∞∏
j=k
dPj(σj)dPk(ωk) .
Together with (3.38) and (3.39), this proves the second inequality.

Now we will see that Uk satisfies (2.19) (with x0 = n
1+5δ).
Lemma 11. If F(0) < 1− p∗c and (1.9) holds then for all sufficiently large n
E(
∞∑
k=1
Uk) ≤ n1+5δ . (3.40)
Further, if δ ∈ (0, 1/3), for all sufficiently large n and x ≥ n1+5δ,
P(
∞∑
k=1
Uk > x) ≤ c9e−x1/2 , (3.41)
(c9 as in Proposition 8).
Proof of Lemma 11. If v ∈ B1/2,nδul then Cv ⊆ B3/2,n
δ
ul (Lemma 5), and there are 25 boxes
B
3/2,nδ
u that intersect this set. Hence,
∑∞
k=1 Ik is at most 25|ρn
(
ω(n)
)| and therefore,
∞∑
k=1
Uk = 2Cn
4δ(logn)2
∞∑
k=1
Ik ≤ 50Cn4δ(log n)2|ρn
(
ω(n)
)| . (3.42)
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On the other hand, by Proposition 8, (3.27), there exist constants c9, c10 and y2 such that
E|ρn
(
ω(n)
)| ≤ (y2 + c9
c10
)
n .
Together with (3.42), this shows (3.40) for sufficiently large n. Now, if x ≥ n1+5δ then
x
50Cn4δ(logn)2
≥ y2n and c10 x
50Cn4δ(log n)2
≥ x1/2 ,
for large enough n, provided δ ∈ (0, 1/3). Thus, again by Proposition 8, (3.27),
P
(
∞∑
k=1
Uk > x
)
≤ P
(
|ρn
(
ω(n)
)| > x
50Cn4δ(log n)2
)
≤ c9e−c10
x
50Cn4δ (log n)2 ≤ c9e−x1/2 .
which implies (3.41).

3.2. Proof of Theorem 1. We note that (1.8) follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1
in [12]. By Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, with Mk = E(T¯n | Fk),
V(T¯n) =
∞∑
k=1
E(∆2k) ≤ E(
∞∑
k=1
Uk) ≤ n1+5δ . (3.43)
On the other hand, by Lemma 9,
V
(
Tn − T¯n
)
= E
({Tn − T¯n}2)− (E{Tn − T¯n})2 ≤ E ({Tn − T¯n}2) ≤ b2 .
By (3.43), this proves (1.10).
Now, by combining Lemma 10 together with Lemma 11, one verifies assumptions (2.17),
(2.18) and (2.19) of Lemma 4, with x0 = n
1+5δ and υ = 1/2. Therefore, for all sufficiently
large n and x ≤ n 1+5δ2 ,
P(|T¯n − ET¯n| > xn 1+5δ2 ) ≤ c2e−c3x . (3.44)
To finish the proof of the theorem, for each κ ∈ (1/2, 4/3) let δ = (2κ− 1)/5 ∈ (0, 1/3).
By (3.44), for sufficiently large n and x ∈ [1, nκ] (sum and subtract T¯n − ET¯n)
P(|Tn − ETn| > xnκ) ≤ P
(
|Tn − T¯n| > xn
κ
3
)
+ P
(
|T¯n − ET¯n| > xn
κ
3
)
≤ P
(
|Tn − T¯n| > xn
κ
3
)
+ c2e
−c3x/3 , (3.45)
where, for the first step, we also used that
|ETn − ET¯n| ≤ E|Tn − T¯n| ≤ (E(Tn − T¯n)2)1/2 ≤
√
b2 ≤ xn
κ
3
.
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By Lemma 9
P
(
|Tn − T¯n| > xn
κ
3
)
≤ b0e−b1n2δ + 2e−axn
κ
6 = b0e
−b1n(4κ−2)/5 + 2e−a
xnκ
6 . (3.46)
Let ν(κ) = 4κ−2
5κ
> 0. Thus, if x ≤ nκ then xν ≤ n(4κ−2)/5 and hence
b0e
−b1n(4κ−2)/5 + 2e−a
xnκ
6 ≤ b0e−b1xν + 2e−axn
κ
6 .
Together with (3.45) and (3.46), this proves (1.11) (for suitable constants a0 and a1).
4. Appendix
We start by stating some results from [13] that will be the starting point for proving
Proposition 7 and Proposition 8. These results concern some geometrical aspects of self-
avoiding paths on Delaunay triangulations as follows: Let Γ≥r(n) (resp., Γ≤r(n)) be the
set of all self-avoiding paths γ in D(n), starting at v(0) ∈ P(n) (the nearest point to 0)
and of size |γ| ≥ r (resp., |γ| ≤ r). For each C ⊆ R2 let
A(C) :=
{
z ∈ Zd : B1/2,Lz ∩ C 6= ∅
}
.
If γ is a self-avoiding path in D(n), let
A(γ) := A (∪v∈γCv) .
Lemma 12. There exist constants b3, b4, b5 ∈ (0,∞), that do not depend on n ≥ 1, such
that for all r ≥ 1
if r ≥ b3s then P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥r(n)
|A(γ)| ≤ s
)
< e−
r
2 ; (4.47)
and
if s ≥ b4r then P
(
max
γ∈Γ≤r(n)
|A(γ)| ≥ s
)
< e−b5s ; (4.48)
Proof of Lemma 12. See Corollary 2 and Theorem 12 in [13].

Lemma 13. For each x ∈ R2 there exists almost surely a Delaunay self avoiding path
γ(0,x) that connects v0 to vx and only uses vertices of Voronoi tiles that intersect the line
segment [0,x]. Further, there exist constants b6, b7 ∈ (0,∞), that do not depend on n ≥ 1,
such that for all r ≥ 1,
if r ≥ b6s then P
(
max
x:‖x‖2≤s
|γ(0,x)| ≥ r
)
< 2e−b7r . (4.49)
Proof of Lemma 13. See Corollary 4 and Theorem 12 in [13].

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Lemma 14. Assume that {τe : e ∈ D} is a collection of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables
with P(τe = 0) < 1− p∗c. Then there exist finite constants n0, b8, b9 > 0, that do not depend
on n ≥ 1, such that for for all n ≥ n0
if r ≥ b8s then P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥r(n)
∑
e∈γ
τe ≤ s
)
≤ 3e−b9s .
Proof of Lemma 14. See Theorem 13 in [13].

4.1. Proof of Proposition 7. Consider the geodesic ρr = ρ(0, (r, 0)) connecting 0 to
(r, 0). Then A(ρr) ≥ r and
P (Tr(ω(n)) < s) ≤ P (|ρr(ω(n))| < t) + P (|ρr(ω(n))| ≥ t and Tr(ω(n)) < s)
≤ P
(
max
γ∈Γ≤t(n)
#A(γ) ≥ r
)
+ P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥t(n)
∑
e∈γ
τe(n) < s
)
. (4.50)
for any r, s, t ≥ 0.
By Lemma 12, if t = r/b4 then
P
(
max
γ∈Γ≤t(n)
#A(γ) ≥ r
)
= P
(
max
γ∈Γ≤r/b4 (n)
#A(γ) ≥ r
)
≤ e−b5r .
To handle with the other term, fix ǫ > 0, and define the auxiliary random variables
τ ǫe := 1{τe > ǫ}. Then {τ ǫe : e ∈ D} is a collection of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables
such that ǫτ ǫe ≤ τe(n) and P (τ ǫe = 0) = F(ǫ). Since we have assumed that F(0) < 1−p∗c , we
can choose ǫ0 > 0 such that F(ǫ0) < 1 − p∗c . Notice that this ǫ0 can be chosen sufficiently
small in order that the distribution of τ ǫe does not dependent on n ≥ 1. Then
P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥t(n)
∑
e∈γ
τe(n) < s
)
≤ P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥t(n)
∑
e∈γ
τ ǫ0e <
s
ǫ0
)
.
By Lemma 14, if s = ǫ0r/(b4b8) = ǫ0t/b8 (recall that t = r/b4) then
P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥t(n)
∑
e∈γ
τ ǫ0e <
s
ǫ0
)
= P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥r/b4 (n)
∑
e∈γ
τ ǫ0e <
r
b4b8
)
≤ 3e−
b9
b4b8
r
,
and hence
P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥r/b4(n)
∑
e∈γ
τe(n) < ǫ0
r
b4b8
)
≤ 3e−
b9
b4b8
r
.
Together with (4.50), the above inequalities yield
P
(
Tr(ω(n)) < ǫ0
r
b4b8
)
≤ e−b5r + 3e−
b9
b4b8
r
,
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which implies (3.25).
To prove (3.26) we use the path γr = γ(0, (r, 0)) given by Lemma 13. Thus, if t ≥ b6r
then
P (|γr| > t) ≤ 2e−b7t .
Notice that
Tr(ω(n)) ≤
∑
e∈γr
τe(n) ≤
∑
e∈γr
τe ,
and hence,
P (Tr(ω(n)) > s) ≤ P (|γr| > t) + P
(
|γr| ≤ t and
∑
e∈γr
τe > s
)
, (4.51)
for any r, s, t ≥ 0. The passage times τe are independent of γr, which is only a function of
P(n). Therefore, under (1.9), Markov’s inequality implies that
P
(
|γr| ≤ t and
∑
e∈γr
τe > s
)
=
t∑
k=1
P
(
k∑
j=1
τj > s
)
P (|γr| = k)
≤
t∑
k=1
e−as {Eeaτ1}k P (|γr| = k)
≤ e−as {Eeaτ1}t ≤ e− a2 s ,
where t = a
2 logEeaτ1
s (τj for j ≥ 1 represent i.i.d. copies of τe). Together with (4.51) (and
the bound on the size of γr), this shows that
P (Tr(ω(n)) > s) ≤ 2e−b7t + e− a2 s = 2e−
b7a
2 log Eeaτ1
s
+ e−
a
2
s ,
as soon as s ≥ 2 logEeaτ1b6
a
r, which proves (3.26) (take s = yr).
4.2. Proof of Proposition 8. Notice that
P (|ρr(ω(n))| > s) ≤ P (Tr(ω(n)) > t) + P (Tr(ω(n)) ≤ t and |ρr(ω(n))| > s)
≤ P (Tr(ω(n)) > t) + P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥s(n)
∑
e∈γ
τe(n) ≤ t
)
, (4.52)
for any r, s, t ≥ 0. By repeating the argument used in the proof of (3.25), if t = ǫ0s/b8
then
P
(
min
γ∈Γ≥s(n)
∑
e∈γ
τe(n) ≤ t
)
≤ 3e−
b9
b8
s
.
On the other hand, by (3.26), if t ≥ y1r then
P (Tr(ω(n)) > t) ≤ c7e−c8t = c7e−c8
ǫ0
b8
s
.
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Combining the last two inequalities together with (4.52), one has that
P (|ρr(ω(n))| > s) ≤ c7e−c8
ǫ0
b8
s
+ 3e
−
b9
b8
s
,
as soon as s ≥ y1b8
ǫ0
r, which shows (3.27).
Now, if ρr 6⊆ [−s, s]2 then |A(ρr)| ≥ s. Together with (3.27) and Lemma 12, this implies
that
P
(
ρr(ω(n)) 6⊆ [−b4y2r, b4y2r]2
) ≤ P (|ρr(ω(n))| > y2r)
+ P
(|ρr(ω(n))| ≤ y2r and ρr(ω(n)) 6⊆ [−b4y1r, b4y2r]2)
≤ P (|ρr(ω(n))| > y2r) + P
(
max
γ∈Γ≤y2r(n)
#A(γ) ≥ b4y2r
)
≤ c9e−c10y2r + e−b5b4y2r ,
and the proof of (3.28) is complete.
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